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Abstract—The digital twin (DT) is a central idea in the
digitization of society. The goal of this position paper is to
acknowledge this idea as a paradigm and discuss how current
implementations are far from software engineering standards. I
propose a consideration of 8 aspects of the DT: the paradigm, its
concretization as a component, its variability, its building process,
its description with models, type and instance differences, its
relation with simulation, and its composability. I conclude that
although many digital twins claim to be such, none of them fulfill
the definition as expected. This position paper provides food for
thought.

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital twin is a relatively new concept introduced by
Grieves in 2014 [1] (previously named ”Mirrored Space
Model” [2]) and applied in many fields. The software com-
munity has naturally seized on this concept since it involves
digitization and relies on many software and models.

Many review papers (e.g., [3]–[8] which reference 74, 303,
146, (356 + 49), 136, 75 articles, respectively) have been
published, and dedicated conferences have been organized.
Digital twins of many kinds have been presented, developed,
and used: digital twins of products, of organization, of humans,
of factories, of cities, and even of an entire country (Gemini
project [9]). Many definitions have been proposed [10], as have
many architectures for DTs.

The objective of this article is to offer a software engineering
perspective on digital twins, drawing a parallel between digital
twin and software.

It is worth noting that while the digital twin is about
digitalization, it is more than just its software. Beyond the
fact that a digital twin is connected to a reality (usually a
cyber-physical system, or more generally a socio-technical
cyber-physical system that includes humans), a digital twin can
have its own hardware, sensors and physical resources. Thus, a
digital twin is a cyber-physical system (usually) connected to
another cyber-physical system, where the first is the reference
system (RS) and the second is the digital twin (DT). The
purpose of the second is to reflect the first and help users
to interact with the first through enriched information (e.g.,
augmented reality), dedicated interfaces, and specific tools.

The remainder of this article draws a parallel between
digital twins and several software engineering aspects: object-

oriented programming (II), software components (III), vari-
ability (IV), process (V), models and metamodeling (VI), type
and instances (VII), simulation (VIII), and composition (IX) to
support analysis and presentation of several important software
challenges.

II. DIGITAL TWIN AND OBJECTS

Historically, humans started building complex hardware
systems far before building software. Then, programming ap-
peared and software became a field of study in itself. To control
hardware, of course, but highly focused on computation, data
representation, algorithms, and compilation. Connection to the
real world remained confined to drivers or approaches where
real-time is central. Then, cyber-physical systems were identi-
fied as complex systems where both hardware and software are
interleaved. These CPS have many variants: System of System
(SoS), Socio-Technical Systems (STS) Systems when humans
are also considered as part of the system, etc.

Research and practice on computation lead to the identifi-
cation of many paradigms: functional, procedural, rule-based,
object-oriented, and so on. All these paradigms have their
strengths and limitations, their field of choice. The immateri-
ality of software allows a great freedom on ways of thinking.
Hardware is more tied to reality with physical constraints.
Physical systems are naturally decomposed in subsystems,
parts, devices, etc. Hence, a ”natural” decomposition emerges.

It appears to me that the digital twin is in fact a paradigm;
a way of thinking and building cyber-physical systems. The
objective of this system is not only to control something,
but also to present it to users, to monitor it, to simulate it,
to improve it, to understand it, and so on. Quite naturally,
digital twins are a way of achieving these objectives with an
expected property of composition. Digital twins should be able
to collaborate (to be composed) in order to build more complex
digital twins of more complex systems.

The goal of object-oriented programming was very close.
First evangelists of OOP insisted on the ”natural” mapping
between real objects and programming objects, making pro-
gramming ”simple”. In fact, as everybody know, it is more
subtle. But the abstraction provided by objects is fruitful [11].
Programming objects are often mapped to abstractions not
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Fig. 1. Digital twin as component with its interfaces.

actual or physical things. A question emerges: May we have
to develop abstract digital twins?

I think yes. Imagine the digital twin of a communication
between two humans. We may have to develop two human
digital twins (HDT), one for each human, probably a digital
twin of the environment to collect information about the
context (noise, distance, etc.) and why not an interaction digital
twin that represent the properties of the interaction we are
interested in. The idea is to reify an abstraction that is of
interest, and where computation has to be done on selected
data.

Another paradigmatic question is whether we may or may
not have several DT for the same reference system? Again,
I think yes. Digital twins have purposes and may manage
different data (levels of data). Then, a Reference System (RS)
could be connected to several digital twins. For instance, the
digital twin of the RS manufacturer, and another one for its
owner. We may imagine that insurance or user digital twins
may also be developed. Ideally, a single digital twin, the digital
twin, should be developed for all purposes, however, this can
only be a theoretical point of view and not a pragmatic one.
Then, the question of synchronizing multiple digital twins or
not, rises.1

To conclude this section, I believe we must consider digital
twins as a paradigm. This helps us build, or more precisely or-
ganize, complex STS (socio-technical systems). In that sense,
literature is right to use the term digital twin and current digital
twin development can justifiably be called digital twins.

To go further, as a software engineer, digital twins could
be made concrete as something close to a software artifact: a
component.

III. DIGITAL TWIN AND COMPONENTS

Object orientation, as a paradigm, has been very fruitful.
Many programming languages, methods, tools, and theories
have been developed. Among good properties of objects, we
may list: encapsulation (responsibility of internal state man-
agement, interface of services), classification (levels of abstrac-

1I imagine that, we, as humans, are developing many neural twins of parts
of our environment. . . and we try to share or build consensus of description
by talking, writing and doing together.

tions, inheritance) and reuse. Modularity, low coupling, strong
consistency were previously identified and other paradigms
already gave adequate solutions (for instance functional pro-
gramming). However, the OO paradigm has limitations: they
have bad composition properties and they have a very low-
level management process (create/use/garbage). Software ar-
chitecture and software components have tried to improve
this situation. Software components bring composability as
a primary objective. Services such as connect, disconnect,
start, stop, resume become parts of the management. In order
to realize services, the interface has been enriched: required
services became explicit and a management interface too. This
gives birth to many component models such a OSGi, .NET,
CCM, Fractal, . . .

Concerning digital twins, the current state of the art gives
only very partial responses. There is no real boundary, there is
no real interface (neither offered nor required, nor with a high
level of contract) and there is no management interface. This
lack of concretization makes digital twins poorly composable,
poorly reusable.

I propose to build digital twins as software components
(figure 1). An explicit boundary must be identified. Attached
to the boundary, an interface to the Reference System shows
inputs and outputs2. Then, depending on the digital twin
purpose, several interfaces3 to other components can be pro-
vided (blue circle) or required (open cup). A user interface
(bottom of the figure), with a dashboard and a control panel
for example, may also be furnished. Finally, a management
interface must be provided for the configuration, deployment,
running, monitoring, etc. The boundary is important since
it encapsulates/defines all what constitutes the digital twin.
Interfaces are important since they define the way the digital
twin can be used (inputs and outputs, offered and required
services) and managed.

To go further, and since digital twins are made of many
different sources of data and programs, I propose a loose
definition of their internal architecture (figure 2). A digital
twin is composed of 4 sets:

1) A set of drivers whose responsibility is to manage the
connection to reality (Core)

2) A set of data repositories whose responsibility is to store
(or give access to) all data produced during all lives (see
definition below) of the digital twin.

3) A set of services used to monitor, analyze, explain,
simulate, . . . providing and requiring interfaces.

4) A set of management services (that have to be defined)
The core is the closest layer to the RS. It contains sensors,

actuators, drivers, operational (raw) data storage. It can be
called the ”edge” layer. For performance sake, monitoring
processes, anomaly detection, and possibly other services can
be installed here.

2An abstract digital twin may have no such interface if it interacts directly
with other twins and gather data, information or knowledge, indirectly, from
other digital twins.

3I do not detail the nature of interfaces, they can be synchronous, asyn-
chronous, synchronized, specified by contracts, etc.
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Fig. 3. A digital twin crossing layers.

The memory is the long-term memory layer. It can contain
many kinds of information: possibly persistence for the core
layer, but also information build from operational data and
more sophisticated information called knowledge. The hierar-
chy of data (data, information, knowledge) can be stored in a
multi-layer data storage : data in the edge, information in the
fog (IT), and knowledge in the cloud.

The services gather all computations available: human inter-
faces, analysis, simulations, or predictive tools, etc. They can
be implemented at any level (edge, IT, cloud).

The management package gathers all scripts, configuration
files, installation and deployment recipes to manage the DT.
It provides the glue to connect, deploy, and clone the DT and
its services. They may be implemented at any level (edge, IT,
cloud).

Figure 3 shows how a reference system and a digital twin
cross layers. I make the assumption that a digital twin as
no specific hardware, but can have sensors (hardware with
software). Both may have, or not, parts at the IT or cloud level,
and both can have, or not, user interfaces. UI are separated
from IT and cloud because of their specific interaction with
users.

To give an idea of what the management interface should
provide, we have to imagine the life cycle of a digital twin.
Figure 4 shows a simplified life cycle where the main steps of
a digital twin life appear:

• status change operations:

– install (prepare the configuration from development
state to installation state)

– connect/disconnect (connect to an existing CPS - or
simulation environment to reach instance state)

– start, pause, resume, stop (in life state)
• observation and query operations:

– query (introspection)
– view (run a specific monitor)
– launch tool (data analysis, data enrichment, etc.)
– archive (disconnect and prevent any future configu-

ration)
• simulation operations:

– clone (install another instance) (followed by a con-
nect)

– simulate (run an instance within a simulated environ-
ment)

– replay (replay a stored history)
Note that some operations require information with a high

level of abstraction such as an environment. High-level models
probably have to be designed. We come back to this aspect in
section (VI).

The service that makes a digital twin, a complete digital
twin, is to my opinion, the clone operation. This operation
is used when simulations are needed (to accelerate time, to
optimize process or physical arrangement, etc.). The obtained
clone may have to be modified (for studying variants) and
connected to another real environment, or to a virtual environ-
ment.

Ideally, a digital twin component encapsulates its data, in-
formation and knowledge. That is, a digital twin is responsible
for the access and delivery of information and thus controls
accesses. However, implementations may release this strong
assumption; it is then the developer’s responsibility to check
properties such as privacy, data protection, and so on.

To conclude this section, we can consider a digital twin as
a component. This helps us build, or more precisely assemble,
complex STS (socio-technical systems). In that sense, literature
rarely refers to digital twins (seen as software components) and
current digital twin development can hardly be called digital
twins as they do not compose. For instance in [8], Boyes and
Watson wrote ”Although a significant volume of literature has
sought to define the concept, there appears little agreement
on the composition of a ‘digital twin’.” In another article [12],
Michael and Wortmann build digital twins by software compo-
nent assembly but nothing specific to digital twin management
operation is proposed. Authors reuse a classical MAPE-K loop
for self-adaptive systems, and externalize digital twin data in
a data lake.

Now that a digital twin is considered as a component, the
next question is how to deal with its variability?

IV. DIGITAL TWIN AND VARIABILITY

Until now, we have considered a digital twin as a cyber-
physical system connected to another CPS, that can run
simultaneously. This is the instantiated and running version of
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a digital twin. However, before this running version, a digital
twin exists in different forms. For instance:

• As developed (source code on the shelf, hardware speci-
fication)

• As installed (deployed source code on the destination
infrastructure - partial configuration, selected hardware)

• As configured (fully configured code and hardware)
• As running (the configured version in operation)
• As expected (simulations - future or alternate configura-

tions)
• Archived
At each stage, many variations are possible with different

hardware, tools or configurations. During its lifespan, a digital
twin may evolve by adding new models, new points of view,
new dimensions, new tools. We come back to this process
aspect in the next section (V).

The many faces of a digital twin, and the possibility of
being instantiated several times, raise the question of identi-
fication. This is an important point since data are collected
in a specific configuration, a specific context that had to
be kept for the sake of analysis consistency. If the refer-
ence system is important, it is not sufficient. As a solu-
tion, I propose a naming scheme like: NameOfReferenceSys-
tem:InstallationVariant:Instance:Life (see states in figure 4)

All this leads to the need of a powerful version man-
agement system to manage the digital twin and its variants.
Git connected to variability models could be an idea as
suggested in [13]. The git tree could encode the variants in
their different levels of abstraction: from the fully configured
running instances to the totally abstract description where only
configuration patterns are identified without any values.

Now that a digital twin is considered as a component with
many variants, the next question is how is it built?

V. DIGITAL TWIN AND PROCESS

The target artifact being identified, the question is now: what
is the build process? The answer depends on a few factors: the

need for diversity in implementations and usages.
In fact, one specificity of digital twins is the heterogeneity

of its parts. A digital twin is a cyber-physical system with all
its complexity. Drivers and tools required to the connection
to the Reference System can be very different (sensors, IoT,
controllers, etc.), techniques to store data can also be diverse
(relational database, time series database, streaming storage,
simple files, etc.) and many tools for monitoring, presenting,
simulating, analyzing data, predicting, etc. can be reused.

Another specificity is the diversity of usages as shown by
the digital twin consortium in its Capability Periodic Table
[14]. This diversity of usage has obviously an impact on the
diversity of implementations.

The last observation is the digital twin lifespan that implies
that usages, tools and needs evolve during a long period of
time.

Facing this diversity and durability, the typical software
engineering answer for development is iteration. Each iteration
improves the digital twin with refined aspects, additional
analysis tools, new facets, etc. Following this, R. Parmar et
al. identify five principles in [15]:

Principle 1: Start with what you have
Principle 2: Set the data free
Principle 3: Move the digitization frontier
Principle 4: Seek new digital opportunities
Principle 5: Increment the models

The first principle is summarized in the sentence, ”a full
audit of the existing sensors, connections, data, and analytical
models [of the organization]4, suppliers, and complementors,
and then using those resources to create the initial entity
model of the digital twin.” I would add tools, behaviors,
and algorithms to cover the dynamic aspects of the reference
system. The idea here is to collect and select what is inside
the digital twin boundary and outside. What is managed and
what is not. Building the digital twin becomes the realization

4brackets are mine.
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Fig. 5. Reference system and its digital twin: improvement loop.

of services on top of all the information collected: services
for installing, configuring, running, simulating, and so on. As
a software engineer, this resembles the way large applications
or infrastructure are managed. This resembles DevOps tools:
generic (shell script, makefile), or dedicated (Ansible, Chef or
Puppet).

The second principle relies on the assumption that ”the
more the data are set free, the greater the potential scope
of a digital twin.” I would add, beyond data accessibility
and all the ethical implications which are beyond the scope
of this article, the importance of data classification, data
organization, and metadata. All data produced must be labeled
with all the details of production (when, how, who, for what,
etc.) in order to facilitate access and analysis. If I agree on
principle, we must recall that data are related to privacy (for
human), to intellectual property (for companies), to secrecy
(for countries) and must have specific access policy. I remind
that encapsulating data makes the digital twin responsible for
accesses.

The third and fourth principles invite to ”focus on digitizing
all kinds of assets, processes, and interactions and ensuring that
the resulting data flows are compatible with the information,
context, and impact models that comprise the digital twin” [not
just digitizing physical assets] and ”to identify and execute new
digital opportunities to further extend the reach and coverage
of the digital twin.” These principles are consistent with our
first observation considering digital twins as a paradigm for
building new complex systems.

Finally, the fifth principle ”requires an active extension of
the digital twin rather than simply maintaining and updating
the information, context, and impact models.” This, again,
meets software engineering principles were software and ap-
plications must evolve to remain of interest.

All these considerations lead to a dynamic evolutionary
process close to existing iterative development processes that
allow continuous improvement.

For instance, in figure 5 we show a development cycle with
four steps. First (1), the reference system is identified and,
second (2), a twin is developed. Then, a better control (3)
improves the twin thanks to powerful simulation or analysis
tools. Stopping the process here would be accepting the risk
of coming back to the previous, not as good control, in case of
digital twin halt or disconnection. I therefore propose to close
the improvement loop by integrating the better control (4) into

the reference system5.
In [8], Boyes and Watson claimed that ”[t]he concept of

direct control of a physical entity by its digital twin is a fallacy.
If a digital twin is subsumed into and becomes an essential
element of the control system architecture of a physical
entity, then it has ceased to be a digital twin and is now a
subsystem forming part of the physical entity.” Well, I guess
it is a matter of interpretation. Remember that whatever the
implementation of a digital twin is, it remains a model. That is,
an approximation, a set of views on a reference system. But it
is also more since results of analysis, predictions, simulations
of variants are parts of a digital twin. It is also possible to
enrich (extend) the control of an RS through a digital twin as
shown in figure 5. The reference system and its digital twin
become a couple of entities that evolve together.

Note that the reference system must be autonomous (i.e.,
being able to work properly independently). If a so-called
digital twin cannot be removed (unplugged) from its reference
system, it means we do not have a digital twin, but a part of
the reference system itself. Conversely, the digital twin cannot
operate without a reference system that feeds it with data6. It
cannot operate, but it can be used, as an archive for example,
or to compute statistics or predictions from previously stored
data.

As software engineers, we are interested in languages for
describing all digital twin aspects. That is interfaces (services
and contracts), configuration (to the reference system or its
data feeder), user interfaces, contents (for deployment and
operation implementations), etc.

VI. DIGITAL TWIN AND MODELS

Cyber-physical systems have many facets. Many dimensions
could be described: shapes, locations, physical properties, data
properties, time properties, behaviors, costs, energy, docu-
mentation, requirements, . . . All these dimensions have been
studied and tooled with dedicated software and models. Often,
independently. One major challenge is to make all these tools
and models cooperate smoothly. . . in duration. What are the
data or information that can be changed?e.g. for another
instance of the digital twin, for an optimized version of the
current digital twin. What consequences have a change in the
physical model onto the behavioral models? What impact has
a reduction of maintenance on reliability? The challenge is to
build a unified model (the digital twin) from heterogeneous
ones (its facets). Multi-model consistency management is still
an open problem (see [16] for instance).

I acknowledge any source of information as a model. A
script, a program, a configuration file, a diagram, etc. We may
explicitly have their metamodel (grammar), or not. They are
models anyway. Building a digital twin is gathering a consis-
tent federation of models (connected to a reality) responding
to specific evolving usages. In that sense, we can consider
digital twin engineering as model engineering, like Tisi et al.

5When the RS is a human, this step may be (for the time being) impossible.
6possibly a virtual reference system in case of simulation (see VIII).
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Fig. 6. Insight of digital twin internal with two instances. The red dashed
line separates type aspects from instance ones.

suggested in [17]. We think model federation [18] can be a
step forward in the capacity of managing interactions among
models. This approach helps build new models by linking
models and pieces of models together, and assigning a specific
semantic to each link.

There are already many types of models. However, I think
that specific models for digital twins are yet to be defined.
As previously suggested, what realizes the implementation of
digital twin is a set of scripts dedicated to implement man-
agement and services. For instance the clone and configure
implementations seem critical to me. Here, we probably need
new abstractions that could be represented in new models of
deployment, configuration, monitoring, cloning, and so on.

Now that we have digital twin as components and their mod-
els (or descriptions), we can explore an important difference
between type and instances.

VII. DIGITAL TWIN, TYPE AND INSTANCES

So far, I have avoided the question of the type/instance dif-
ference. This distinction is prevalent in modeling approaches.
Since 1994 [19], and more recently in [20], [21], the need
for a more complex hierarchy than the usual two levels is
acknowledged. For digital twins, an instance is a runnable
(or running) digital twin (see figure 4), i.e. a digital twin
connected to a reference system. Before this state, a digital
twin remains abstract, i.e. configuration values are missing to
be fully instantiated. An abstract digital twin defines a digital
twin type.

What is the scope defined by a digital twin component?
Do we need a single component per (instance of) product?
Does a single component ”drive” many copies (instances)
of the same product? What about variants of this product?
These questions arise the same way in software components.
A classical solution is to make a distinction between instances
and a factory of instances.

Figure 6 refines figure 2. The memory stores data of a single
instance or many, of its variants (partly configured type), and
more generally of types (everything abstract). The memory
spans the type part and the instance part. The management
could be a digital twin factory, whose responsibility would be

Virtual
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Installed from simulation models.

to produce instances of core (Inst1 and Inst2 in the figure),
the storage for these instances in memories, and their UIs.

The type level describes information shared by instances.
This information can be organize with variants, for instance
different possible configurations described in a feature model.
This level maps to the conceptual level. The instance level
gives all values required to connect to a reference system. It is
the running level. As a component, a digital twin, must manage
both levels as a unit, consistently.

Now that we have digital twin as components with their
models (or descriptions), types and instances, we can explore
one important use, beyond mirroring a reference system:
simulation.

VIII. DIGITAL TWIN AND SIMULATION

Many digital twin articles refer to simulation, using a digital
twin as a simulator of the reference system. I think this is
misleading: a digital twin cannot be a simulation. A digital
twin requires a reference system to operate. If not a physical
one, it could be a simulated one. Then, following figure 7,
using a digital twin to collect and analyze data on simulation
is possible when the digital twin is connected to a virtual
reference system (VRS).

The VRS has to provide the expected connection points to
the digital twin. If not, the configuration options to a simulation
has to generate the proper glue. Nevertheless, special care
should be taken with the configuration of digital twins. As
an example, in a simulation, time can run very fast (or slow)
and GUI may become irrelevant.

Simulation models of the reference system are part of the
digital twin and are used to install, configure and connect a
VRS (figure 7). Data collected by the digital twin through
a simulation are also part of the DT. The source of data
must be identified, and data analysis, optimization searches,
predictions, are again full parts of the digital twin.

Notice that classical simulations - without digital twins -
also allow data analysis, optimization searches, and predic-
tions. One difference with a digital twin based simulation is
the organization of the simulation. Here again, the paradigm
aspect (see II) helps to improve the organization. Real parts of
interest have their digital twins, their data and memory, and are
organized. Another difference is the ability to mix real systems
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Fig. 8. Digital twins and the reference system cross all layers. Reused parts
may be shared, copied or delegated.

and simulations. Since digital twins can be connected to both,
it should be possible to build or integrate systems mixing CPS
and virtual parts, as we do in software with mockups during
test or integration.

IX. DIGITAL TWIN AND DIGITAL TWINS

This last section is no more about digital twins, but about
the composition of digital twins. Seen as components (see
III), they offer interfaces. Interfaces are great for surface
interactions, but what about internal data layers and services
like XR or simulations? Figure 8 illustrates the composition
problems of digital twins: all systems cross (almost) all layers.
I consider 5 layers : hardware, IoT (sensors), IT (business
layer), cloud (applications) and user interfaces. This view
is simplified. The layers can be physically distributed; IT,
cloud and UI rely obviously on hardware and UI are parts
of IT and applications. A reference system crosses over all
these layers. Whatever its size, a digital twin crosses-over
almost all layers; it should have no hardware (but sensors).
Simulations have neither hardware, nor sensors (well, not the
hardware part of sensors). Hence, composing digital twins
requires composition operators at each layer. Questions such
as ”are sensors shared?” or ”how logs are merged?” emerge.
In fact, many strategies are possible: sharing, delegating (using
a proxy), copying, . . . and this, at each layer, for each ”part”.
Note that, the reused parts may come from different status
installed, configured, or running depending on needs (and
probably the composed DT status itself).

My feeling is that in order to be fully operational, digital
twin composition cannot but rely on bricks that are digital twin
aware. Hence, simulators, XR renderers, data storage, etc. have
to adopt the digital twin paradigm introduced in section II and
offer appropriate services for digital twins.

X. CONCLUSION

As a paradigm, digital twin is widely used. However, the
current digital twin does not exist as a software entity. Articles
on digital twins present, with few details, software solutions
that are collections of applications, software, data, models
with no or very few real connection among them. When

a software component model is used, like in [12], nothing
specific to digital twins is highlighted. We propose a digital
twin architecture close to software components architecture.
It would be industrially relevant to define and standardize
a management interface based on a digital twin life cycle.
Services such as install, configure (to a real environment or
to a simulated environment), clone, start, stop, monitor, etc.
with high-level parameters (models) are to be considered. The
clone operation seems central to me.

The development of a digital twin component produces
many kinds of artifacts at different levels of concretization
(from instances - everything is configured and valued - to
pure abstractions) with possibly many configuration variants.
I envision the use of git to manage this diversity (tried, but
not evaluated). By chance, git happens to propose a clone
operation; this can be of interest. Such code management tools
are compatible with iterative development and permit the use
of many branches (variants).

I have also argued that the improvement of control through
the enhancement of digital twins must trigger the upgrade
of the reference system in order to ensure autonomy of the
real system. A digital twin cannot operate without a reference
system. However, it can be used as an archive or a simulation
for offline analysis. On the contrary, a reference system must
always be able to be used without its digital twin.

Finally, even if many models are already used for specific
aspects of digital twins, I think the most specific models
remain to be identified and defined: especially, management
and configuration models.

Hence, here are the top challenges I believe we face for
making digital twins concrete artifacts:

1) Identifying management models and management ser-
vices (the component model)

2) Improving capacities of multi-model management
3) Controlling encapsulation in presence of scattered stor-

age for security and privacy
4) Understanding digital twin interactions (including inter-

nal interactions) in order to ease their composition
5) Understanding (and tooling) the RS/DT improvement

loop
To conclude, digital twin is still at paradigm stage but to

become a digital artifact, and a scientific object, a lot of
software engineering research has to be performed. Many
candidates, none elected.
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